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Looking to the Future 

There is still no resolution for small community 
organisations around their funding uncertainty. The 
Department of Family and Children have informed 
us broadly that the big picture funding amount will 
not change but that different streams of funding may 
change depending on local need.

Many people look to the Hills Shire and see an 
affluent middle class population with few or no social 
issues. It is the experience at HCA that it is because in 
the Hills people are better at denying it and in some 
cases hiding it. The indicators show we are doing 
better in many respects to Blacktown just across the 
road, yet the problems still exist. Drugs and youth, 
domestic violence, vandalism, homelessness and 
suicide should not have to be tolerated anywhere.

HCA is now taking a proactive approach to 
addressing the gaps in social service. HCA is a small 
organisation, but being local and at the coal face, 
small means responsive. HCA was responsive when 
we created the White Ribbon Travelling  Pledge, 
HCA was responsive when we developed Moving 
Forward, a post DV peer mentoring program, HCA 
was responsive when we developed the Youth Space 
at Rouse Hill Town Centre, and HCA was responsive 
by creating a Social Enterprise program portfolio and 
initiating its own mobile coffee van Hills Daily Grind.

It is this level of responsiveness that large 
bureaucratic organisations struggle with. It is 
this level of responsiveness that in 2015 HCA is 
exceptionally proud of.
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A Constant in the Shire 

On the 6th of March 1969 a group of Hills Shire 
residents held a public meeting to recruit volunteers 
and elect a General Committee of a body that 
would in time become Hills Community Aid and 
Information Service. On that night there were public 
speakers on the role of volunteers and an outline of 
the volunteer training course. Over 60 people signed 
up on the night to volunteer.

The face of volunteering has changed considerably 
and while we still have volunteers that run programs 
to address social and financial inclusion, the range 
of roles they play has been broadened. I am not sure 
that in 1969 those pioneers would have thought 
that HCA would have bus drivers or barristas, 
administrators on client management systems or No 
Interest Loan Scheme volunteers.

HCA has retained a large number of volunteers 
in both formal and informal capacities. We have 
some volunteers that have been working with the 
socially isolated for almost twenty years and we 
have had others that have done a project for us and 
then moved on. Numbers fluctuate but HCA can 
confidently say, that while our volunteer base may 
exceed 100 during the course of the year, it is always 
above 50.

This has led to the creation of the Volunteer 
Coordinator position. This position, born of the 
complexity of coordinating volunteers and the 
modern difficulty in recruiting them, ran HCA’s first 
junior volunteer recognition event this year. Hills 
Community Aid’s Patron, Michelle Byrne presented 
a group of young volunteers their certificates and 
prizes for their contribution.

While volunteering has evolved the premise hasn’t 
changed, and that is that it is not about charity, it is 
about reciprocity, about finding a way to give back.
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Hills Community Aid & Information Service 



From the Patron 

I am proud to be the patron of Hills Community 
Aid. It offers a wonderful range of community based 
services, activities and programmes for residents 
of all ages in the Hills Shire. There is no other 
organisation like it in the Hills.

This has been another wonderful year for Hills 

From the Executive Officer

Earlier this calendar year HCA was hit by a 
cryptolocker virus. This virus looked for all 
documents that were on shared drives and then 
shut them down. We were held to ransom to get 
them unlocked. With no certainty around whether a 
payment to the culprits would fix the problem HCA 
chose to try and manage without them.

As it turned out we were able to recover files up to 
August 2014, which left us missing six months of 
data. What we learnt, other than to improve our 
IT systems, was that Hills Community Aid was not 
driven by documents, it was driven by people. Seems 
like a no-brainer, but sometimes we need to be 
reminded that people are the engine room of service 
delivery organisations like HCA.

Hills Community Aid has been lucky to find well-
qualified local staff, in fact the last two staff that 
have been employed at HCA have applied for the 
position because we were local.  One comment 
from our newest employee hit home when he said, 

From the Board of Governance 

Is it me or time really is flying? So is the change that 
HCA has and continues to go though in 2015. In 
January we opened a new HCA location in Rouse 
Hill Town Centre to better service our community 
from Kellyville to Wisemans Ferry.We have seen a 
renewal of our board of governance with fresh new faces 
and skills from the corporate sector this year which has 
brought fresh insight and fervour. 

This year we have seen changes to our constitution, 
the most important being that Hills Community Aid 
is now a public benevolent institution (PBI) and a 
deductible gift recipient (DGR).    This adds to the 
expanded channels of funding we can receive and 
participate as an organisation moving forward.

We also saw approval of our Social Enterprise 
Portfolio. While previously providing services like 
the Community Bus and Learning in the Hills we 
now have a portfolio dedicated to it that will see 
focussed input, management and growth. 

“I have worked for organisations that help people 
overseas, and even Australia wide, but to work for an 
organisation where I will see the changes in my own 
community is a real thrill for me.”

HCA’s negligible staff turnover has meant there is 
strong continuity of programs, strong continuity 
of local knowledge and most importantly strong 
continuity for our clients. The real benefit of good 
HR practice for HCA this year has been its ability to 
be responsive to community needs. This allowed the 
board to approve the creation of the Social Enterprise 
Program Coordinator position, and moving the 
Seniors Engagement Portfolio’s programs into 
Families and Children or Community Engagement to 
free up the resources  to do that.

So it is with equal parts pride and excitement that I 
recognise the staff for all of their enduring hard work 
but also their ability to be responsive and flexible to 
their community’s service needs.

Thanks to our Partners 

You just don’t hear Microsoft calling up Apple and saying “Hey, looks like we do pretty similar things, how 
about we work together?”. However in the not-for-profit world it happens all the time. With partners HCA 
can extend reach, diversify, support more people, learn new skills and build better capacity. Partners come in 
different shapes and sizes, they commit expertise, people, funds or facilities and sometimes many of these. It 
is important we recognise those organisations we work closely with throughout the year.
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Office Bearers’ Reports

“the Hills Daily Grind… is also 
a channel for us engaging our 

community, providing work 
experience and coffee training 

opportunities.”

Our newest social enterprise this year is called the 
Hills Daily Grind.  It is a mobile van providing 
excellent coffee for all members of our community. 
It is also a channel for us engaging our community, 
providing work experience and coffee training 
opportunities. 

I would like to take this opportunity to thank Anna 
Frank for her contribution to HCA as our Past 
President.  Finally thank you to our volunteers, 
supporters and partners that help us multiply our 
effectiveness in our community on a daily basis. We 
look forward to another exciting year ahead. 

Community Aid with the launch of new programs 
including the Hills Daily Grind and the domestic 
violence program. Hopefully in 2016, we will see the 
launch of the Hills Community Legal Centre.

I want to thank the staff and volunteers under the 
leadership of CEO, Ben Jackson for the remarkable 
job they do every single day in making the Hills a 
better place for everyone.

“There is no other 
organisation like it in the 

Hills”
Clr Michelle Byrne
Mayor Hills Shire Council

Ian Jacob
Acting President

Ben Jackson
Executive Officer



Programs Work Together for Financial Resilience

When the Financial Counsellor at Wesley, Cora 
Cardenas and the Program Coordinator – Financial 
Welfare Shyama Perera work together, they are a 
formidable team. Ms James (not her real name) a 
prospective NILS client was applying for a NILS 
loan to purchase a washing machine. This is a 
fairly rigorous process and so when discussing her 
fortnightly budget Shyama noticed that the client 
was paying for a My Budget account keeping fee. The 
client was referred to Cora for a financial counselling 
assessment. The assessment revealed that the Ms 
James had entered into a contract with My Budget to 
assist with budgeting and was paying $35 a week in 
administration fees, $263 a month in establishment 
fees, and an ongoing fee for negotiating with creditors. 
All of which would have been free if the service was 
done by a community financial counsellor. 

What could have been paid directly to her creditors 
was being pocketed by My Budget in the guise of 
assisting this vulnerable client. Cora immediately 
assisted Ms James by terminating the My Budget 
contract and requesting that the fees be stopped 
permanently. A long process with the financial 
ombudsman and the legal team at Financial Rights 
Legal Centre was also involved, but Cora got the 
job done. Ms James was extremely happy with this 
outcome and it wasn’t long before her NILS loan was 
approved for the new washing machine. 

Ms James has taken significant steps to her own 
financial independence and is now looking to her 
second NILS loan for more essential items at home.

Community Foundation of North West Sydney 

President’s Report

During the 2014-2015 we were able to continue the work started by our founder and friend Bill Dixon.

This year has seen us do at least one BBQ per month at either Woolworths Kellyville or Bunnings Castle Hill.  
This income pays for all of our general expenses, and the surplus being added to the Trust Account to fund 
our work.

We have again been responsible for the Hills Winter Sleepout for which we raised in excess of $32,000 with 
the fees and charges having been deducted.  The organisations to benefit and therefore receiving 25% of 
these funds are:   Lisa Harnum Foundation, Give and Take Families, Hills Community Aid and Information 
Service, Inc. and the Foundation.

These funds again will be helping those in the Hills who are suffering hardship through homelessness, 
financial disadvantage or social isolation.  We are hopeful to again be running the Hills Winter Sleepout for 
2016.

During 2014-15 we were again able to provide funds as follows:

Community Medics $2,000.00
Eagles Raps $5,000.00
HCA - Essential Equipment & Services $6,000.00 
HCA - Sport & Recreation $5,500.00
Quilt Programme $691.00
Totalling  $19,191.00

The Foundation is entirely run by volunteers and I would like to thank the following people for their selfless 
and hard work:

Jackie Duffield - Volunteer, Naomi Martin - Volunteer, Michelle Harder and Taree River City Quilters - 
Volunteers, Rob O’Neill - Secretary / Director, David Barnett - Treasurer / Director, Greg Dixon - Director, 
Steve Dixon - Director, Steve Pringle - Director , and Ray Whiteman - Director.

Gailsusan Moore
President / Director

 Portrait image
still to be supplied
Gailsusan Moore
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Program Reports

Financial Welfare

Millennium Milestone  

As boasted in last year’s Annual Report HCA was 
close to cracking the 1000 loan mark for the No 
Interest Loan Scheme. It was a momentous event, 
with the Minister for the Office of Fair Trading, 
Matthew Mason-Cox choosing to come out to Castle 
Hill RSL and present the cheque for the 1000th loan 
to the thankful recipient. It was inspirational hearing 
how microfinance can change lives.

Emergency Relief now Crisis Support 

The changes in Emergency Relief funding went 
largely under the radar for those lucky enough to 
be on a good wicket. However for people like Jamie 
from Castle Hill and Nick from Wisemans Ferry the 
barriers suddenly became insurmountable. 

HCA was not selected to be funded to deliver 
the Emergency Relief program for the Federal 
Government. While the government deemed this to 
be more efficient, what it did was create havoc at the 
front line. New phone lines set up by larger providers 
were flooded with calls and couldn’t cope, the system 
became less human and people had to travel for 
hours on public transport to access smaller amounts 
of funds for longer periods of time. The out of pocket 
cost of getting to an Emergency Relief provider more 
than doubled. This, for people who were already 
living on the edge of poverty, was not an efficient 
outcome for the disadvantaged. It was no wonder 
HCA was feeling the brunt of this frustration.

HCA, a truly local community organisation, remained 
responsive to its community’s needs and developed a 
Crisis Support Program. Still able to help with Telstra, 
Sydney Water and energy provider bills, HCA added 
a component of its own emergency relief. Fares for 
public transport and emergency food vouchers was 
how HCA responded, but time is running out, as this 
program needs to be funded urgently.

“We have again been responsible for 
the Hills Winter Sleepout for which we 

raised in excess of $32,000”

Shyama Perera 
Program Coordinator Financial Welfare

Gailsusan Moore
President / Director



Financial Report

Financial Year ended 30th June 2015

Services to the Community Where They Need Them

In the 2014 Financial Year a decision was made to invest in our Rouse Hill office during the 2015 Financial 
Year. It was a substantial amount of money, but agreed upon based on the strong financial performance of 
previous years.

The key reason for the investment and the budgeted deficit was that HCA was primarily based in the bottom 
part of the Shire and having a Rouse Hill site would enable HCA to better service the top, and often under-
serviced part of the Shire. Whilst it was strategic for service delivery in the Hills it was also strategic to deliver 
services into rapidly growing suburbs just across the road in the Blacktown City Council.

The investment is paying off in terms of client numbers increasing and an influx of new services being hosted 
on site, however the Board’s financial commitment to Rouse Hill ends in 2016 and some hard decisions will 

need to be made to extend HCA’s presence there.
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Volunteers contribute 743 million hours to the 
community every year in Australia. This equates to 
an average of 128 hours per volunteer in the last 12 
months. In 2014, there were 5.8 million people in 
Australia (31 per cent) who had volunteered in the 
previous 12 months, according to statistics released 
by the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS).

At HCA, we are ever-reliant on volunteers to make 
sure both the front and back office are running 
smoothly, that programs are being delivered, and the 

Number of  Volunteers

When a time value is placed on the hours that these volunteers contribute we can see that, overall, the value 
approaches that of the annual cost of staff. That is quite a contribution. Our volunteers really are HCA’s greatest 
asset, so I look forward to them being recognised on our balance sheet with all of our other assets.

Annual Value of Volunteers to HCA

organisation is being well governed. If they are HCA’s 
greatest asset, why then do they not have a place on 
our balance sheet?

In an analysis done by the new Volunteer 
Coordinator, HCA has tried to put a value on 
the work that they deliver. As can be seen in the 
following graph volunteers predominantly fall into 
the broad category of Program Support with only 
the Baristas and Bus Drivers being separated out in 
program delivery.

Movement in Equity   30th June 2015  
 

2015 2014

Equity - Retained Earnings $ $

Retained Earnings - Beginning of the Year 195,012 214,834

Surplus/Deficit Current Year -45,931 -19,823 

Total Accum Funds - Retained Earnings  149,081  195,012

Statement of Financial Position as at 30th June 2015    

2015 2014

Cash Flow from Operating Activities $ $

Operating Grants Receipts 652,622 571,680

Receipts from Business Activities 119,562 74,545

Interest Received  7,836 10,114

Receipts from Members  62 14

Payments to Suppliers & Employees -810,175  - 686,350

Net Cash Used in Operating Activities -30,093 -29,997 

Cash Flow from Investing Activities $ $

Fixed Asset Purchases -39,002  7,103 

Proceeds of Sale of Fixed Assets - -

Net Cash Used in Investing Activities -39,002 -7,103 

Net Increase/Decrease in Cash Held -69,095 -37,100 

Cash at Beginning of the Financial Year 276,591 313,691 

Cash at End of the Financial Year 207,496 276,591



Community Bus 

Achieves 300 Trips in 2 Years.

While the volunteer bus drivers at HCA will tell you 
it is only the tip of the iceberg, achieving 300 trips in 
two years is a pretty mean feat. There are community 
groups that are regular users and generate much of 
this business but more and more HCA are finding 
that ad hoc users are using the bus too. 

The reason is because the Hills Community Bus is 
still delivering Hills residents to the best locations. 
They travel out to the Blue Mountains and down 
to the South Coast, but sometimes it is as close as 
Parramatta Park. Without the Community Bus many 
of these residents are vulnerable to isolation and all of 
the devastating effects that isolation brings. 

As 2016 draws closer the Community Bus has some 
challenges, the most important is an ageing bus, but 
equally our volunteer pool is diminishing, so we look 
to the future with partnerships to help overcome 
these challenges. 

Social Enterprise 

Hills Daily Grind   

The idea for a mobile coffee van was born when 
HCA missed out on an opportunity to build a brick 
and mortar café at Balcombe Heights Estate.  HCA 
engaged to community at every point; the name, the 
design and the routes that the van would travel.

Then in January this year, Hills Daily Grind was 
launched as our newest social enterprise venture 
and is quickly becoming known as the preferred 
coffee in the community.  The coffee van offers 
support to the community by way of information and 
referral, community engagement, social inclusion 
and provides training to community members 
and volunteers seeking to develop work skills in 
the hospitality industry in preparation for future 
employment.  

Events in the Hills like Australia Day, Hills Relay for 
Life, and Hills Centenary of ANZAC Day launch, 
and HCA Family Fun Days give Hills Daily Grind 
many opportunities to engage the community on all 
manner of issues. 
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Social Enterprise 

Leisure Learning Popular and Growing 

Learning in the Hills continues to be one of our 
best-loved programs and this year, has again grown 
in students, volunteers and classes with 5092 student 
contacts, and over 1106 classes during the year. Some 
of the new classes this year include Qigong, Ribbon 
Embroidery, Chess, Crochet, Knitting, English 
Conversation and additional Dressmaking classes. 
 
Our Charity Knitting Groups supported Red Cross 
Trauma Teddies, Westmead Hospital, WIRES, Angel 
Babies and local organisations with donations of 
Teddies, botties, blankets and a range of crafts.  

After such a great community response last year 
HCA ran the Scarf Project again this year to support 
the Winter Sleepout and Homeless in the Hills.  This 
year the Scarf Project received donations from as far 
away as the Central Coast, and many donations from 
residents in Hornsby and the Hills. The scarf tally for 
2015 was over 170 scarves and hundreds of balls of 
wool. All those involved send out a big thank you to 
everyone who supported the 2015 Scarf Project.

The Hills Daily Grind’s ‘Kindness Cup’ program is 
a favourite with everyone and HCA would like to 
acknowledge everyone who purchased an additional 
coffee and paid it forward.  These Kindness Cups find 
their way to all manner of people in need, be they 
homeless, socially or financially disadvantaged, carers 
or cancer survivors. Hills Daily Grind are always 
open to new ways to bring a little kindness to those 
who need and deserve it and are always encouraging 
people to suggest new ways to do that. Sometimes 
it’s an opportunity for our team to engage with a 
person in need, receive information about programs 
and services that may benefit them, other times it’s a 
warm drink, a smile, someone to talk to and a sense 
of community.  

Program Reports

Mici Beer
Program Coordinator Social Enterprise, Families and Children



Community Engagement  

Rouse Hill Office Launched
 
It was a proud moment for HCA to have Alex Hawke 
MP declare the new HCA premises at Rouse Hill 
open. It is easy to look back on the Board’s decision 
to invest so much in a site that may not bear its full 
potential. It is also easy to be impatient about the 
results of an additional office. However while in 2015 
developments have taken longer than anticipated, the 
real results will be seen in 2016.

Bronwyn Millington has taken the role of Office 
Coordinator at Rouse Hill as her own and the 
partnerships have started to flourish. These 
partnerships will be a highlight of the 2016 Annual 
Report. However HCA has also moved many of its 
program delivery out to Rouse Hill as well, with the 
Seniors Computer Group and NILS making regular 
Rouse Hill appearances.

White Ribbon Day 

White Ribbon Day is held on the 25th November 
each year to raise awareness of domestic violence 
and what the community can do to stop it. The 
White Ribbon campaign positively encourages the 
community, particularly men to speak out against 
violence against women. 

In November of 2014, Hills Community Aid led the 
White Ribbon travelling pledge. The pledge spread a 
simple but important message “One woman a week dies 
from an act of domestic violence. The Hills Community 
Aid is committed to helping uncover Australia’s darkest 
secret… are you?” The pledge was an opportunity for 
the local community to show their support to ending 
domestic violence. The pledge formed an integral part 
of the 2014 White Ribbon Day events.

In 2015, Hills Community Aid will again be giving 
the community the opportunity to sign the pledge 
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Families and Children  

Family Fun Day Program Still Growing

Family Fun Days are growing in popularity each year 
as families see what a great event these are. In 2015 
Family Fun Days have run to a theme and engaged 
new partners. The highlight of this year’s events has 
been the engagement of the Mount Druitt Indigenous 
Choir for the NAIDOC week event.

Attendees were given many of the activities expected 
of a Family Fun Day, but were also entertained by the 
choir, even learning to speak some simple indigenous 
words. The GWS Giants were also a new addition to 
the events, where kids were able to ‘take speckies’ for 
hours on end.

As the Family Fun Days grow in popularity HCA 
know that our community engagement also 
strengthens.

Additional Needs High on Supported Play Group 
Agenda

The Supported Playgroup is held every Tuesday and 
Wednesday at Wrights Road Community Centre 
and runs during school terms. This year we have 
had a partnership with Early Ed and having this 
partnership has meant families can access speech 
and occupational therapists to discuss any concerns 
they have about their child in a relaxed environment 
and the children are able enjoy the activities that are 
provided

Having Early Ed as a partnership and with the 
resources that HCA can provide playgroup has also 
seen a number of families with children that have 
additions needs attend on a regular basis and this has 
seen some wonderful new friendships blossom. 

Playgroup is a wonderful experience for both 
children and the parent or carer. During these 

and show their support to ending domestic violence. 
The pledge will be available throughout November 
and at the various local White Ribbon events, 
including the White Ribbon Day community march 
and breakfast to be held in Castle Hill.

Not much ‘Seniors’ but a lot of ‘ Rock’

One of our most loved events Seniors Rock was a sold 
out hit again this year with over 140 people dancing 
and tapping their feet along to the great music of The 
Remixes, enjoying coffee from the Hills Daily Grind 
and lunch from Northmead Bowling Club.  

No one was showing their age, with the enthusiasm 
on the dance floor hard to suppress. Even for those 
that didn’t make it onto the dance floor, there was 
plenty of singing and clapping as the band really 
stepped it up. If they move like that as seniors, they 
would have been dangerous in their prime, with 
twirling and spinning, twisting and shaking, all of the 
attendees really proved how seniors rock!

So keen were these supposed seniors that Josie aged 84 
asked, “Can I buy tickets now for next year?”, Kevin, 71 
asked, “Can you do this again later in the year?”, and 
Betty who didn’t disclose her age claimed, “That is the 
best Seniors Event I have been to this Seniors Week.”

sessions the children have had a number of different 
activities to explore, including playing with playdoh, 
the outside playground and sand pit, monster 
paintings, stained glass window making, mothers and 
father’s day presents and many more other beautiful 
creations that saw lots of colour and glitter. 

It is a pleasure to watch these children grow and how 
far they have come from when they first start to when 
they finish. Cynthie is mum to Caitlin who is five 
years old and Callum who is three.

They started going to HCA playgroup since 2011 when 
Caitlin was about 1. She had since learnt lots and have 
enjoyed going to playgroup every week. Callum started 
joining in 2012 and has always looked forward to 
going every Tuesday. Both the kids have loads of fun 
every week with the staff, toys and equipment, most 
importantly interaction with other kids.

“We have benefited so much throughout these years, 
from lovely friendships, kids taking turns, sharing toys, 
making creative crafts, laughing with other children and 
the list just goes on”, says Cynthie. “Caitlin will definitely 
miss playgroup next year when she starts kindy”.

Cynthie sums up why the Supported Playgroup 
works so well, “I would also like to take this 
opportunity to thank all the staff from HCA for 
providing such an enjoyable and friendly playgroup 
environment for both parents and children”.
Support First and Foremost

Program Reports

Teresa Falkner
Program Coordinator Community Engagement

Mici Beer
Program Coordinator Social Enterprise, Families and Children



Program Reports

Youth 

Adapting to Change with Youth Space

Youth Space has allowed for young people to feel 
a sense of security in their lives. Due to the rapid 
changes in adolescence, many young people have 
felt there isn’t a space to discuss the challenges that 
they are facing and get advice that is specific to their 
issues; such as gaining employment, staying in school 
or even something that doesn’t feel right in their 
head. 

A wide variety of ages, styles and views have come 
through the door, such as one young person who 
has attended since Youth Space was first opened 
that has found the access to information as well as 
friendly face a welcome change from other sources 
of support within their life. They have often spoken 
about how Youth Space has given them a sense of 
purpose and a feeling that they are not alone with the 
challenges that they have faced in their life as a young 
person; such as mental health issues and the unique 
struggles this has brought on within their education, 
relationships and even in their own mind. Youth 
Space has offered them an outlet for these struggles 
and a place where decisions can be made and 
discussed without judgement or bias and with a true 
focus on their needs and goals especially when these 
issues can set back other goals such as hospitalisation 
leading to falling behind in school work at a crucial 
point in schooling. Along with staff, this decision was 
made easier due to the ability to explore the options 
in depth.

Hills Homework Group the New Pin-up 

There was an air of excitement when HCA opened 
its Homework Group Program in its second location. 
While the Homework Group Program was well 
established in Rouse Hill HCA saw there was a need 
in other parts of the Shire. This led to a community 
consultation and the new venue being chosen 
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Hills Community Legal Centre 

Hills Community Aid is establishing a Community 
Legal Centre which will offer local residents access 
to free one-off legal advice. The centre will be based 
within Hills Community Aid and staffed by local 
expert legal volunteers.

Hills Community Aid was concerned about the 
lack of availability to free legal advice to residents 
within the Hills area. Over the past 12 months 
HCA has worked closely with the Law and Justice 
Foundation to explore and research the legal 
needs and vulnerabilities of the area. The Law and 
Justice Foundation have provided HCA with a 
comprehensive report which outlines a definite need 
for a community based legal centre in the Hills area. 
Throughout the year HCA has also been working 
closely with the NSW Community Legal Centres and 
other community based legal centres to ensure that 
the service we establish meets our community’s needs 
by; providing quality advice and support and meeting 
the NSW CLC compliance requirements. 

In the year ahead, HCA will continue to work 
towards formal accreditation for the community legal 
centre. HCA is excited about beginning to deliver a 
quality free legal service for the local community. 
Operational Relationships 
Hills Community Aid has developed a pilot 
partnership with BYSA to provide back office 
support. This includes providing a more efficient 
payroll system and accounts work. This is a great step 
forward in partnerships for both organisations as it 
starts to create efficiencies of scale.

The partnership is due to be reviewed in 2016 with 
a more formalised offering being developed to offer 
to other small Not-for-Profits who are experiencing 
difficulties with their back office support structures.

Moving Forward

The past 12 months has seen some important 
developments for the Moving Forward Program. 
Hills Community Aid has been able to undertake 
research which determined a need for ongoing 
support of survivors post Domestic Violence in the 
Hills District and surrounding areas.  HCA discovered 
many organisations support women and families 
experiencing DV at the crisis and recovery stage 
however limited support following the completion 
of these intervention services. Hills Community Aid 
has been able to develop a program model that will 
provide survivors of domestic violence with effective, 
purposeful and supported direction. 

Moving Forward is an eight week educational and 
peer support group program that exists to strengthen 
and empower participants post a domestic violence 
situation. The program provides these participants 
with practical life-tools, social interaction and 
opportunities for personal development within a 
safe and supportive environment.  The program is 
facilitated by a trained and experienced Facilitator 
and Counsellor who integrate group activities 
and therapeutic discussions together with a focus 
topic and guest presenter within the weekly 2 hour 
workshop. The participants also have the opportunity 
to connect with relevant local services for ongoing 
support.

In the year ahead the Moving Forward program will 
begin to deliver the face to face component of the 
program. Hills Community Aid will continue to work 
closely with other local domestic violence support 
services to provide on-going support for women. As 
this Annual Report goes to print Moving Forward 
is half way through its first eight week program and 
will be able to report on results in the 2016 Annual 
Report.

Warwick Lowes
Program Coordinator Youth

in Oatlands. The number of attendees is smaller 
than that at Rouse Hill, but with all things they are 
growing over time. Warwick Lowes became the new 
pin-up guy at HCA making sure the new program 
got plenty of local press, which HCA hopes will drive 
additional participants.

Your Career, My Career Partnership Flourishing

The second Your Career, My Career partnership with 
Northcott, and Rotary’s Parramatta City branch was 
even more successful than the previous year. Taking 
on a different theme, My First Job, allowed the 
speakers to really talk about the very beginnings of 
their careers. 

There were over 30 Transition to Work Students from 
Northcott attending the event with a range of barriers 
to work, and with a range of presenters they were 
able to see some real life examples of how first jobs 
can mould careers…or not mould them. There were 
some great questions and some amusing answers. It 
seems that like in life, careers don’t always go to plan 
and that was a valuable lesson for the Transition to 
Work Students at Northcott to learn.

The real success of the event though was that 
one student was able to get work with one of the 
presenters. Ron Edgar, a long-time member of Rotary 
Parramatta City, and Principal at Form Architects 
was able to have an eye-opening conversation with 
one of the students around design software. Surprised 
at how much the Transition to Work student knew, 
Ron later offered him a job. While this is not what the 
event was designed to do, it is a fantastic outcome for 
the partnership.
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